LIB101
Assignment #2: Finding Items from a Bibliography
Due In Class January 22\textsuperscript{nd}

Name: ______________________________________

1. Look at the bibliography at the end of the specialized encyclopedia article you
found for Assignment #1 (Research Strategies Assignment). Choose any five
citations from this article, and search them in the library catalog to see if the
University of Oregon libraries own these items. (If your article had less than 5
citations in its bibliography, use citations from a second article on a similar
topic from the same encyclopedia (as specified in Assignment #1).

For each of your five citations, please write the title (or the first few words of
the title), and indicate:

• the LOCATION (i.e. Knight, AAA) and CALL NUMBER, if the item is in
the catalog
• Library does not own, if the item is not in the catalog.

1. Title:
   Where can I find this item?

2. Title:
   Where can I find this item?

3. Title:
   Where can I find this item?

4. Title:
   Where can I find this item?

5. Title:
   Where can I find this item?

Please attach your bibliography (or bibliographies) from the encyclopedia
article(s) to this assignment.
2. Below you will find five citations to different types of library materials. Search each item in the library catalog, and indicate:
   
   - the LOCATION (i.e. Knight, AAA) and CALL NUMBER, if the item is in the catalog
   - Library does not own, if the item is not in the catalog.


**Extra Credit (5 bonus points):**

Find a specialized encyclopedia with an article about *Eleanor of Aquitaine* (Hint: this famous woman lived from 1122-1204). Write the TITLE of the encyclopedia below, and attach a copy of the first page of the article.